Alan Sillitoe. ‘’The Fishing-boat Picture’’
I'VE been a postman for twenty-eight years. Take that first sentence: because it's written in a
simple way may make the fact of my having been a postman for so long seem important, but I realize
that such a fact has no significance whatever. After all, it's not my fault that it may seem as if it has to
some people just because I wrote it down plain; I wouldn't know how to do it any other way. If I
started using long and complicated words that I'd searched for in the dictionary I'd use them too
many times, the same ones over and over again, with only a few sentences -- if that -- between each
one; so I'd rather not make what I'm going to write look foolish by using dictionary words.
It's also twenty-eight years since I got married. That statement is very important no matter
how you write it or in what way you look at it. It so happened that I married my wife as soon as I got
a permanent job, and the first good one I landed was with the Post Office (before that I'd been errandboy and mash-lad). I had to marry her as soon as I got a job because I'd promised her I would, and she
wasn't the sort of person to let me forget it.
When my first pay night came I called for her and asked: "What about a walk up Snakey
Wood?" I was cheeky-daft and on top of the world, and because I'd forgotten about our arrangement I
didn't think it strange at all when she said: "Yes, all right." It was late autumn I remember and the
leaves were as high as snow, crisp on top but soggy underneath. In the full moon and light wind we
walked over the Cherry Orchard, happy and arm-in- arm. Suddenly she stopped and turned to me, a
big-boned girl yet with a good figure and a nice enough face: "Do you want to go into the wood?"
What a thing to ask! I laughed: "You know I do. Don't you?"
We walked on, and a minute later she said: "Yes, I do; but you know what we're to do now
you've got a steady job, don't you?"
I wondered what it was all about. Yet I knew right enough. "Get married," I admitted, adding
on second thoughts: "I don't have much of a wage to be wed on, you know."
"It's enough, as far as I'm concerned," she answered.
And that was that. She gave me the best kiss I'd ever had, and then we went into the
wood.
She was never happy about our life together, right from the start. And neither was I, because
it didn't take her long to begin telling me that all her friends -- her family most of all- said time and
time again that our marriage wouldn't last five minutes. I could never say much back to this, knowing
after the first few months how right everybody would be. Not that it bothered me though, because I
was always the sort of bloke that doesn't get ruffled at anything. If you want to know the truth -- the
sort of thing I don't suppose many blokes would be ready to admit -- the bare fact of my getting
married meant only that I changed one house and one mother for another house and a different
mother. It was as simple as that. Even my wage-packet didn't alter its course: I handed it over every
Friday night and got five shillings back for tobacco and a visit to the pictures. It was the sort of
wedding where the cost of the ceremony and reception go as a down payment, and you then continue
dishing-out your wages every week for life. Which is where I suppose they got this hire purchase idea
from.
But our marriage lasted for more than the five minutes everybody prophesied: it went on for
six years; she left me when I was thirty, and when she was thirty-four. The trouble was that when we
had a row -- and they were rows, swearing, hurling pots: the lot -- it was too much like suffering, and
in the middle of them it seemed to me as if we'd done nothing but row and suffer like this from the
moment we set eyes on each other, with not a moment's break, and that it would go on like this for as
long as we stayed together. The truth was, as I see it now -- and even saw it sometimes then -- that a
lot of our time was bloody enjoyable.
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I'd had an idea before she went that our time as man and wife was about up, because one day
we had the worst fight of them all. We were sitting at home one evening after tea, one at each end of
the table, plates empty and bellies full so that there was no excuse for what followed. My head was in
a book, and Kathy just sat there.
Suddenly she said: "I do love you, Harry." I didn't hear the words for some time, as is often
the case when you're reading a book. Then: " Harry, look at me."
My face came up, smiled, and went down again to my reading. Maybe I was in the wrong, and
should have said something, but the book was too good.
"I'm sure all that reading's bad for your eyes," she commented, prising me again from the hot
possessive world of India.
"It ain't," I denied, not looking up. She was young and still fair-faced, a passionate looselimbed thirty-odd that wouldn't let me sidestep either her obstinacy or anger. "My dad used to say
that on'y fools read books, because they'd such a lot to learn."
The words hit me and sank in, so that I couldn't resist coming back with, still not looking up:
"He on'y said that because he didn't know how to read. He was jealous, if you ask me."
"No need to be jealous of the rammel you stuff your big head with," she said, slowly to make
sure I knew she meant every word. The print wouldn't stick any more; the storm was too close.
"Look, why don't you get a book, duck?" But she never would, hated them like poison. She
sneered: "I've got more sense; and too much to do."
Then I blew up, in a mild way because I still hoped she wouldn't take on, that I'd be able to
finish my chapter. "Well let me read, anyway, wain't you? It's an interesting book, and I'm tired."
But such a plea only gave her another opening. "Tired? You're allus tired." She laughed
out loud: "Tired Tim! You ought to do some real work for a change instead of walking the streets
with that daft post bag."
I won't go on, spinning it out word for word. In any case not many more passed before she
snatched the book out of my hands. "You booky bastard," she screamed, "nowt but books, books,
books, you bleddy dead-'ead " -- and threw the book on the heaped-up coals, work- ing it further and
further into their blazing middle with the poker.
This annoyed me, so I clocked her one, not very hard, but I did. It was a good reading- book,
and what's more it belonged to the library. I'd have to pay for a new one. She slammed out of the
house, and I didn't see her until next day. I didn't think to break my heart very much when she
skipped off. I'd had enough. All I can say is that it was a stroke of God's luck we never had any kids.
She was confined once or twice, but it never came to anything; each time it dragged more bitterness
out of her than we could absorb in the few peaceful months that came between. It might have been
better if she'd had kids though; you never know.
A month after burning the book she ran off with a housepainter. It was all done very nicely.
There was no shouting or knocking each other about or breaking up the happy home. I just came back
from work one day and found a note waiting for me. "I am going away and not coming back " -propped on the mantelpiece in front of the clock. No tear stains on the paper, just eight words in
pencil on a page of the insurance book -- I've still got it in the back of my wallet, though God
knows why.
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The housepainter she went with had lived in a house on his own, across the terrace. He'd been
on the dole for a few months and suddenly got a job at a place twenty miles away I was later told.
The neighbours seemed almost eager to let me know -- after they'd gone, naturally -- that they'd
been knocking-on together for about a year. No one knew where they'd skipped off to exactly,
probably imagining that I wanted to chase after them. But the idea never occurred to me. In any
case what was I to do? Knock him flat and drag Kathy back by the hair? Not likely.
Even now it's no use trying to tell myself that I wasn't disturbed by this change in my life.
You miss a woman when she's been living with you in the same house for six years, no matter what
sort of cat-and-dog life you led together -- though we had our moments, that I will say. After her
sudden departure there was something different about the house, about the walls, ceiling and every
object in it. And something altered inside me as well -- though I tried to tell myself that all was just
the same and that Kathy's leaving me wouldn't make a blind bit of difference. Nevertheless time
crawled at first, and I felt like a man just learning to pull himself along with a clubfoot; but then the
endless evenings of summer came and I was happy almost against my will, too happy anyway to hang
on to such torments as sadness and loneliness. The world was moving and, I felt, so was I.
In other words I succeeded in making the best of things, which as much as anything else
meant eating a good meal at the canteen every midday. I boiled an egg for breakfast (fried with bacon
on Sundays) and had something cold but solid for my tea every night. As things went, it wasn't a
bad life. It might have been a bit lonely, but at least it was peaceful, and it got as I didn't mind it, one
way or the other. I even lost the feeling of loneliness that had set me thinking a bit too much just after
she'd gone. And then I didn't dwell on it any more. I saw enough people on my rounds during the day
to last me through the evenings and at week-ends. Sometimes I played draughts at the club, or went
out for a slow half pint to the pub up the street.
Things went on like this for ten years. From what I gathered later Kathy had been living in
Leicester with her housepainter. Then she came back to Nottingham. She came to see me one Friday
evening, payday. From her point of view, as it turned out, she couldn't have come at a better time.
I was leaning on my gate in the backyard smoking a pipe of tobacco. I'd had a busy day on my
rounds, an irritating time of it -- being handed back letters all along the line, hearing that people
had left and that no one had any idea where they'd moved to; and other people taking as much as ten
minutes to get out of bed and sign for a registered letter -- and now I felt twice as peaceful because I
was at home, smoking my pipe in the backyard at the fag-end of an autumn day. The sky was a
clear yellow, going green above the house- tops and wireless aerials. Chimneys were just beginning
to send out evening smoke, and most of the factory motors had been switched off. The noise of kids
scooting around lamp- posts and the barking of dogs came from what sounded a long way off. I
was about to knock my pipe out, to go back into the house and carry on reading a book about Brazil
I'd left off the night before.
As soon as she came around the corner and started walking up the yard I knew her. It
gave me a funny feeling, though: ten years ain't enough to change anybody so's you don't recognize
them, but it's long enough to make you have to look twice before you're sure. And that split second in
between is like a kick in the stomach. She didn't walk with her usual gait, as though she owned the
terrace and everybody in it. She was a bit slower than when I'd seen her last, as if she'd bumped into a
wall during the last ten years through walking in the cock o' the walk way she'd always had. She
didn't seem so sure of herself and was fatter now, wearing a frock left over from the summer and an
open winter coat, and her hair had been dyed fair whereas it used to be a nice shade of brown.
I was neither glad nor unhappy to see her, but maybe that's what shock does, because I was
surprised, that I will say. Not that I never expected to see her again, but you know how it is, I'd
just forgotten her somehow. The longer she was away our married life shrunk to a year, a
month, a day, a split second of sparking light I'd met in the black darkness before getting- up time.
The memory had drawn itself too far back, even in ten years, to remain as anything much more than a
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dream. For as soon as I got used to living alone I forgot her.
Even though her walk had altered I still expected her to say something sarky like: "Didn't
expect to see me back at the scene of the crime so soon, did you, Harry?" Or: "You thought it wasn't
true that a bad penny always turns up again, didn't you?"
But she just stood. "Hello, Harry" -- waited for me to lean up off the gate so's she could get in.
"It's been a long time since we saw each other, hasn't it?"
I opened the gate, slipping my empty pipe away. "Hello, Kathy," I said, and walked down the
yard so that she could come behind me. She buttoned her coat as we went into the kitchen, as
though she were leaving the house instead of just going in. "How are you getting on then?" I asked,
standing near the fireplace.
Her back was to the wireless, and it didn't seem as if she wanted to look at me. Maybe I
was a bit upset after all at her sudden visit, and it's possible I showed it without knowing it at the
time, because I filled my pipe up straightaway, a thing I never normally do. I always let one pipe cool
down before lighting the next.
"I'm fine," was all she'd say.
"Why don't you sit down then, Kath? I'll get you a bit of a fire soon."
She kept her eyes to herself still, as if not daring to look at the old things around her,
which were much as they'd been when she left. However she'd seen enough to remark: "You look
after yourself all right."
"What did you expect?" I said, though not in a sarcastic way. She wore lipstick, I noticed,
which I'd never seen on her before, and rouge, maybe powder as well, making her look old in a
different way, I supposed, than if she'd had nothing on her face at all. It was a thin disguise, yet
sufficient to mask from me -- and maybe her -- the person she'd been ten years ago.
"I hear there's a war coming on," she said, for the sake of talking.
I pulled a chair away from the table. "Come on, sit down, Kathy. Get that weight off your
legs" -- an old phrase we'd used though I don't know why I brought it out at that moment. "No, I
wouldn't be a bit surprised. That bloke Hitler wants a bullet in his brain -- like a good many
Germans." I looked up and caught her staring at the picture of a fishing boat on the wall: brown and
rusty with sails half spread in a bleak sunrise, not far from the beach along which a woman
walked bearing a basket of fish on her shoulder. It was one of a set that Kathy's brother had given us
as a wedding present, the other two having been smashed up in another argument we'd had. She liked
it a lot, this remaining fishing-boat picture. The last of the fleet, we used to call it, in our brighter
moments. "How are you getting on?" I wanted to know. "Living all right?"
"All right," she answered. I still couldn't get over the fact that she wasn't as talkative as she had
been, that her voice was softer and flatter, with no more bite in it. But perhaps she felt strange at
seeing me in the old house again after all this time, with everything just as she'd left it. I had a
wireless now, that was the only difference.
"Got a job?" I asked. She seemed afraid to take the chair I'd offered her.
"At Hoskins," she told me, "on Ambergate. The lace factory. It pays forty-two bob a week,
which isn't bad." She sat down and did up the remaining button of her coat. I saw she was looking at
the fishing-boat picture again. The last of the fleet.
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"It ain't good either. They never paid owt but starvation wages and never will I suppose.
Where are you living, Kathy?"
Straightening her hair -- a trace of grey near the roots -- she said: "I've got a house at
Sneinton. Little, but it's only seven and six a week. It's noisy as well, but I like it that way. I was
always one for a bit of life, you know that. 'A pint of beer and a quart of noise' was what you used to
say, didn't you?"
I smiled. "Fancy you remembering that." But she didn't look as though she had much of a life.
Her eyes lacked that spark of humour that often soared up into the bonfire of a laugh. The lines
around them now served only as an indication of age and passing time. "I'm glad to hear you're taking
care of yourself."
She met my eyes for the first time. "You was never very excitable, was you, Harry?" "No," I
replied truthfully, "not all that much."
"You should have been," she said, though in an empty sort of way, "then we might have hit
it off a bit better."
"Too late now," I put in, getting the full blow-through of my words. "I was never one for rows
and trouble, you know that. Peace is more my line."
She made a joke at which we both laughed. "Like that bloke Chamberlain!" -- then moved a
plate to the middle of the table and laid her elbows on the cloth. "I've been looking after myself for
the last three years."
It may be one of my faults, but I get a bit curious sometimes. "What's happened to that
housepainter of yours then?" I asked this question quite naturally though, because I didn't feel I had
anything to reproach her with. She'd gone away, and that was that. She hadn't left me in the lurch
with a mountain of debts or any such thing. I'd always let her do what she liked.
"I see you've got a lot of books," she remarked, noticing one propped against the sauce bottle,
and two more on the sideboard.
"They pass the time on," I replied, striking a match because my pipe had gone out. "I like
reading."
She didn't say anything for a while. Three minutes I remember, because I was looking across
at the clock on the dresser. The news would have been on the wireless, and I'd missed the best part of
it. It was getting interesting because of the coming war. I didn't have anything else to do but think
this while I was waiting for her to speak. "He died of lead-poisoning," she told me. "He did suffer a
lot, and he was only forty-two. They took him away to the hospital a week before he died."
I couldn't say I was sorry, though it was impossible to hold much against him. I just didn't
know the chap. "I don't think I've got a fag in the place to offer you," I said, looking on the
mantelpiece in case I might find one, though knowing I wouldn't. She moved when I passed her on
my search, scraping her chair along the floor. "No, don't bother to shift. I can get by."
"It's all right," she said. "I've got some here" -- feeling in her pocket and bringing out a
crumpled five-packet. "Have one, Harry?"
"No thanks. I haven't smoked a fag in twenty years. You know that. Don't you remember how
I started smoking a pipe? When we were courting. You gave me one once for my birthday and
told me to start smoking it because it would make me look more distinguished! So I've smoked
one ever since. I got used to it quick enough, and I like it now. I'd never be without it in fact."
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As if it were yesterday! But maybe I was talking too much, for she seemed a bit nervous
while lighting her fag. I don't know why it was, because she didn't need to be in my house.
"You know, Harry," she began, looking at the fishing-boat picture, nodding her head towards
it, "I'd like to have that" -- as though she'd never wanted anything so much in her life.
"Not a bad picture, is it?" I remember saying. "It's nice to have pictures on the wall, not to
look at especially, but they're company. Even when you're not looking at them you know they're
there. But you can take it if you like."
"Do you mean that?" she asked, in such a tone that I felt sorry for her for the first time.
"Of course. Take it. I've got no use for it. In any case I can get another picture if I want one, or
put a war map up." It was the only picture on that wall, except for the wedding photo on the
sideboard below. But I didn't want to remind her of the wedding picture for fear it would bring back
memories she didn't like. I hadn't kept it there for sentimental reasons, so perhaps I should have
dished it. "Did you have any kids?"
"No," she said, as if not interested. "But I don't like taking your picture, and I'd rather not if
you think all that much of it." We sat looking over each other's shoulder for a long time. I wondered
what had happened during these ten years to make her talk so sadly about the picture. It was getting
dark outside. Why didn't she shut up about it, just take the bloody thing? So I offered it to her again,
and to settle the issue unhooked it, dusted the back with a cloth, wrapped it up in brown paper, and
tied the parcel with the best post-office string. "There you are," I said, brushing the pots aside, laying
it on the table at her elbows.
"You're very good to me, Harry."
"Good! I like that. What does a picture more or less in the house matter? And what does it
mean to me, anyway?" I can see now that we were giving each other hard knocks in a way we'd never
learned to do when living together. I switched on the electric light. As she seemed uneasy when it
showed everything up clearly in the room, I offered to switch it off again.
"No, don't bother " -- standing to pick up her parcel. "I think I'll be going now. Happen I'll see
you some other time."
"Drop in whenever you feel like it." Why not? We weren't enemies. She undid two buttons of
her coat, as though having them loose would make her look more at her ease and happy in her clothes,
then waved to me. "So long."
"Good night, Kathy." It struck me that she hadn't smiled or laughed once the whole time she'd
been there, so I smiled to her as she turned for the door, and what came back wasn't the bare-faced
cheeky grin I once knew, but a wry parting of the lips moving more for exercise than humour. She
must have been through it, I thought, and she's above forty now.
So she went. But it didn't take me long to get back to my book.
A few mornings later I was walking up St. Ann's Well Road delivering letters. My round was
taking a long time, for I had to stop at almost every shop. It was raining, a fair drizzle, and water
rolled off my cape, soaking my trousers below the knees so that I was looking forward to a mug of
tea back in the canteen and hoping they'd kept the stove going. If I hadn't been so late on my round
I'd have dropped into a café for a cup.
I'd just taken a pack of letters into a grocer's and, coming out, saw the fishing-boat picture in
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the next-door pawnshop window, the one I'd given Kathy a few days ago. There was no mistaking it,
leaning back against ancient spirit-levels, bladeless planes, rusty hammers, trowels, and a violin
case with the strap broken. I recognized a chip in the gold-painted woodwork near the bottom left
corner of its frame.
For half a minute I couldn't believe it, was unable to make out how it had got there, then saw
the first day of my married life and a sideboard loaded with presents, prominent among them this
surviving triplet of a picture looking at me from the wreckage of other lives. And here it is, I thought,
come down to a bloody nothing. She must have sold it that night before going home, pawnshops
always keeping open late on a Friday so that women could get their husbands' suits out of pop for the
week-end. Or maybe she'd sold it this morning, and I was only half an hour behind her on my
round. Must have been really hard up. Poor Kathy, I thought. Why hadn't she asked me to let her
have a bob or two?
I didn't think much about what I was going to do next. I never do, but went inside and stood at
the shop counter waiting for a grey-haired doddering skinflint to sort out the popped bundles of two
thin-faced women hovering to make sure he knew they were pawning the best of stuff. I was
impatient. The place stank of old clothes and mildewed junk after coming out of fresh rain, and
besides I was later than ever now on my round. The canteen would be closed before I got back, and
I'd miss my morning tea.
The old man shuffled over at last, his hand out. "Got any letters?" "Nowt like that, feyther. I'd
just like to have a look at that picture you've got in your window, the one with a ship on it." The
women went out counting what few shillings he'd given them, stuffing pawn- tickets in their purses,
and the old man came back carrying the picture as if it was worth five quid.
Shock told me she'd sold it right enough, but belief lagged a long way behind, so I looked at
it well to make sure it really was the one. A price marked on the back wasn't plain enough to
read. "How much do you want for it?"
"You can have it for four bob."
Generosity itself. But I'm not one for bargaining. I could have got it for less, but I'd rather pay
an extra bob than go through five minutes of chinning. So I handed the money over, and said I'd call
back for the picture later.
Four measly bob, I said to myself as I sloshed on through the rain. The robbing bastard. He
must have given poor Kathy about one and six for it. Three pints of beer for the fishing- boat picture.
I don't know why, but I was expecting her to call again the following week. She came on
Thursday, at the same time, and was dressed in the usual way: summer frock showing through her
brown winter coat whose buttons she couldn't leave alone, telling me how nervous she was. She'd
had a drink or two on her way, and before coming into the house stopped off at the lavatory outside.
I'd been late back from work, and hadn't quite finished my tea, asked her if she could do with a cup.
"I don't feel like it," came the answer. "I had one not long ago."
I emptied the coal scuttle on the fire. "Sit down nearer the warmth. It's a bit nippy tonight."
She agreed that it was, then looked up at the fishing-boat picture on the wall. I'd been waiting for this,
wondered what she'd say when she did, but there was no surprise at seeing it back in the old place,
which made me feel a bit disappointed. "I won't be staying long tonight," was all she said. "I've got
to see somebody at eight."
Not a word about the picture. "That's all right. How's your work going?"
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"Putrid," she answered nonchalantly, as though my question had been out of place. "I got the
sack, for telling the forewoman where to get off."
"Oh," I said, getting always to say "Oh" when I wanted to hide my feelings, though it was a
safe bet that whenever I did say "Oh" there wasn't much else to come out with.
I had an idea she might want to live in my house again seeing she'd lost her job. If she
wanted to she could. And she wouldn't be afraid to ask, even now. But I wasn't going to mention it
first. Maybe that was my mistake, though I'll never know. "A pity you got the sack," I put in.
Her eyes were on the picture again, until she asked: "Can you lend me half-a-crown?"
"Of course I can" -- emptied my trouser pocket, sorted out half-a-crown, and passed it
across to her. Five pints. She couldn't think of anything to say, shuffled her feet to some soundless
tune in her mind. "Thanks very much."
"Don't mention it," I said with a smile. I remembered buying a packet of fags in case she'd
want one, which shows how much I'd expected her back. "Have a smoke?" -- and she took one,
struck a match on the sole of her shoe before I could get her a light myself.
"I'll give you the half-crown next week, when I get paid." That's funny, I thought. "I got a job
as soon as I lost the other one," she added, reading my mind before I had time to speak. "It didn't take
long. There's plenty of war work now. Better money as well."
"I suppose all the firms'll be changing over soon." It occurred to me that she could claim some
sort of allowance from me -- for we were still legally married -- instead of coming to borrow half-acrown. It was her right, and I didn't need to remind her; I wouldn't be all that much put out if she
took me up on it. I'd been single -- as you might say -- for so many years that I hadn't been able to
stop myself putting a few quid by. "I'll be going now," she said, standing up to fasten her coat.
"Sure you won't have a cup of tea?"
"No thanks. Want to catch the trolley back to Sneinton." I said I'd show her to the door. "Don't
bother. I'll be all right." She stood waiting for me, looking at the picture on the wall above the
sideboard. "It's a nice picture you've got up there. I always liked it a lot."
I made the old joke: "Yes, but it's the last of the fleet."
"That's why I like it." Not a word about having sold it for eighteen pence. I showed her out,
mystified.
She came to see me every week, all through the war, always on Thursday night at about the
same time. We talked a bit, about the weather, the war, her job and my job, never anything important.
Often we'd sit for a long time looking into the fire from our different stations in the room, me by the
hearth and Kathy a bit further away at the table as if she'd just finished a meal, both of us silent yet not
uneasy in it. Sometimes I made a cup of tea, sometimes not. I suppose now that I think of it I could
have got a pint of beer in for when she came, but it never occurred to me. Not that I think she felt
the lack of it, for it wasn't the sort of thing she expected to see in my house anyway.
She never missed coming once, even though she often had a cold in the winter and would
have been better off in bed. The blackout and shrapnel didn't stop her either. In a quiet off- handed
sort of way we got to enjoy ourselves and looked forward to seeing each other again, and maybe
they were the best times we ever had together in our lives. They certainly helped us through the long
monotonous dead evenings of the war.
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She was always dressed in the same brown coat, growing shabbier and shabbier. And she
wouldn't leave without borrowing a few shillings. Stood up: "Er... lend's half-a dollar, Harry." Given,
sometimes with a joke: "Don't get too drunk on it, will you?" -- never responded to, as if it were bad
manners to joke about a thing like that. I didn't get anything back of course, but then, I didn't miss
such a dole either. So I wouldn't say no when she asked me, and as the price of beer went up she
increased the amount to three bob then to three-and- six and, finally, just before she died, to four
bob. It was a pleasure to be able to help her. Besides, I told myself, she has no one else. I never asked
questions as to where she was living, though she did mention a time or two that it was still up
Sneinton way. Neither did I at any time see her outside at a pub or picture house; Nottingham is a big
town in many ways.
On every visit she would glance from time to time at the fishing-boat picture, the last of the
fleet, hanging on the wall above the sideboard. She often mentioned how beautiful she thought it was,
and how I should never part with it, how the sunrise and the ship and the woman and the sea were
just right. Then a few minutes later she'd hint to me how nice it would be if she had it, but knowing
it would end up in the pawnshop I didn't take her hints. I'd rather have lent her five bob instead of
half-a-crown so that she wouldn't take the picture, but she never seemed to want more than half-acrown in those first years. I once mentioned to her she could have more if she liked, but she didn't
answer me. I don't think she wanted the picture especially to sell and get money, or to hang in her
own house; only to have the pleasure of pawning it, to have someone else buy it so that it wouldn't
belong to either of us any more.
But she finally did ask me directly, and I saw no reason to refuse when she put it like that. Just
as I had done six years before, when she first came to see me, I dusted it, wrapped it up carefully in
several layers of brown paper, tied it with postoffice string, and gave it to her. She seemed happy
with it under her arm, couldn't get out of the house quick enough, it seemed.
It was the same old story though, for a few days later I saw it again in the pawnshop window,
among all the old junk that had been there for years. This time I didn't go in and try to get it back. In
a way I wish I had, because then Kathy might not have had the accident that came a few days later.
Though you never know. If it hadn't been that, it would have been something else.
I didn't get to her before she died. She'd been run down by a lorry at six o'clock in the
evening, and by the time the police had taken me to the General Hospital she was dead. She'd been
knocked all to bits, and had practically bled to death even before they'd got her to the hospital. The
doctor told me she'd not been quite sober when she was knocked down. Among the things of hers
they showed me was the fishing-boat picture, but it was so broken up and smeared with blood that I
hardly recognized it. I burned it in the roaring flames of the firegrate late that night.
When her two brothers, their wives and children had left and taken with them the air of blame
they attached to me for Kathy's accident I stood at the graveside thinking I was alone, hoping I
would end up crying my eyes out. No such luck. Holding my head up suddenly I noticed a man I
hadn't seen before. It was a sunny afternoon of winter, but bitter cold, and the only thing at first
able to take my mind off Kathy was the thought of some poor bloke having to break the bonehard soil and dig this hole she was now lying in. Now there was this stranger. Tears were running
down his cheeks, a man in his middle fifties wearing a good suit, grey though but with a black
band around his arm, who moved only when the fedup sexton touched his shoulder -- and then mine
-- to say it was all over.
I felt no need to ask who he was. And I was right. When I got to Kathy's house (it had also
been his) he was packing his things, and left a while later in a taxi without saying a word. But the
neighbours, who always know everything, told me he and Kathy had been living together for the last
six years. Would you believe it? I only wished he'd made her happier than she'd been.
Time has passed now and I haven't bothered to get another picture for the wall. Maybe a war
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map would do it; the wall gets too blank, for I'm sure some government will oblige soon. But it
doesn't really need anything at the moment, to tell you the truth. That part of the room is filled up by
the sideboard, on which is still the wedding picture, that she never thought to ask for. Looking at these
few old pictures stacked in the back of my mind I began to realize that I should never have let them
go, and that I shouldn't have let Kathy go either. Something told me I'd been daft and dead to do it,
and as my rotten luck would have it it was the word dead more than daft that stuck in my mind, and
still sticks there like the spinebone of a cod or conger eel, driving me potty sometimes when I lay of a
night in bed thinking.
I began to believe there was no point in my life -- became even too far gone to turn religious or
go on the booze. Why had I lived? I wondered. I can't see anything for it. What was the point of it
all? And yet at the worst minutes of my midnight emptiness I'd think less of myself and more of
Kathy, see her as suffering in a far rottener way than ever I'd done, and it would come to me -though working only as long as an aspirin pitted against an incurable headache -- that the object of
my having been alive was that in some small way I'd helped Kathy through her life.
I was born dead, I keep telling myself. Everybody's dead, I answer. So they are, I maintain, but
then most of them never know it like I'm beginning to do, and it's a bloody shame that this has come
to me at last when I could least do with it, and when it's too bloody late to get anything but bad from
it.
Then optimism rides out of the darkness like a knight in armour. If you loved her... (of
course I bloody-well did)... then you both did the only thing possible if it was to be remembered
as love. Now didn't you? Knight in armour goes back into blackness. Yes, I cry, but neither of us did
anything about it, and that's the trouble.

